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Textile and Materiality Research Cluster
Activity Report for Hexagram RC - May 2020 to April 2021
The Textiles and Materiality Research Cluster is part of the Milieux Institute for Arts,
Culture and Technology at Concordia University. Textiles and Materiality brings together
research creation expertise from textile arts and material culture to experiment with
methods, processes and interdisciplinary modes of thinking that will shape the future of
textiles, material objects and charged experiential spaces.
The cluster fosters research-creation expertise in textile arts and technologies, such as
complex weaving, electronic fabrics, interactive garments, rapid prototyping
technologies, emerging materials, soft surfaces, and smart fashion. The synergy,
momentum, and strategic collaborations that emerge from this collective, support
innovation in new material research practices, leveraging the rich potential of
interdisciplinary work.
RESEARCH SPACES
The cluster is located at the Engineering and Visual Arts Complex (EV) in downtown
Montreal, at 1515 Ste-Catherine Street West. There are four designated research
spaces currently under management of the Textiles and Materiality Cluster:
EV10-730 The Cluster Commons is a shared space for various activities, meetings,
exchanges, computation, and small equipment usage. Visiting researchers are invited to
use this as a production space, as well as all cluster members. This space also features
a large flatbed scanner for textiles and other materials.
EV10-725 The Tajima Laying Machine can be used for large scale embroidery and for
laying flexible circuitry onto fabrics. The room includes design stations and small
equipment and materials storage.
EV10-735 The Jacquard Loom combines digital and traditional approaches for imagery
in textile.
EV10-615 This room is used by Studio subTela, an international team of researchers
and RAs from Arts and Engineering in the development of textile antennas for
interactive wearables and environments.
Temporary Space Two large, older digital textile printers are currently housed in a
temporary space, which will soon become unavailable in the future.
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LEADERSHIP
From May 2020 – April 2021, the cluster was co-directed by Barbara Layne and
Kathleen Vaughan.
CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP
Full-time Faculty – Barbara Layne (cluster co-director), Kathleen Vaughan (cluster codirector), Kelly Thompson, Joanna Berzowska, pk langshaw, Elaine Cheasley Paterson,
Alice Jarry, Kelly Jazvac, Patrick Traer, Surabhi Ghosh, Miranda Smitheram, and Aaron
McIntosh.
Part-Time Faculty – Sarah Bertrand-Hamel, Cathia Pagotto
Graduate Students – Geneviève Moisan (former, staff), Anna Eyler (former, staff),
Kaitlyn Niedermayer, Iso E. Setel, Cecilia McKinnon, Jolee Smith, Diyar Mayil, Shelley
Ouellet, Joni Cheung, Rixt de Boer, Megan Stein, Danielle Bessada, Tasha Lavdovsky,
Paule Gilbert, Patricia Enns, Larissa Zemke, Camelia Layachi, Émilie Régnier, Amélie
Bélanger, Selina Latour, Meaghan Bissett, Juliette Bergeron, Maddie McNeely, Teresa
Vander Meer-Chase, Jessie Stainton, RythÂ Kesselring, Vanessa Mardirossian (PhD
student), Suzanne Kite (PhD student), Kelly Arlene Grant (PhD student), Magdalena
Hutter (PhD student), Molly-Claire Gillett (PhD student), Elsy Zavarce (PhD student),
Donna Legault (PhD student), and Andrew Rabyniuk (PhD student).
Undergraduate Students – Alexandra Bachmayer (staff), Andrea Mestre (RA),
Meghan Riley, Jacqueline Beaumont (RA), Marie-Christine Larivière, Shirley Ceravolo,
Negar Nakhai, Paulina Bereza, Sophie Heyen-Dubé, Indigo Danielson, Anne Boutet,
Isabelle Charette, Nina Parenteau, Shaya Ishaq, Milo Lefort, Thomas Lecomte, Leah
Watts, Flora Hammond
Internal Affiliates 4 – Skawennati Fragnito, Charline Lemieux, Ali Bahloul (RA),
Clothilde Brochot (RA)
External Affiliates 4 – Lauren Osmond, Janis Jefferies, Yingxian Xiao (Visiting
Scholar)
Of the 74 cluster members, there are 12 full-time faculty members, two part-time faculty
members, 49 Concordia student members, four internal affiliate members, and three
external affiliate members. Of the student members, there are 18 undergraduate
students and 34 graduate students. The 18 undergraduate students are all from Fine
Arts (Fibres and Material Practices, Sculpture, Film, Art History, Intermedia, Music,
Theatre, and Computation Arts). Of the graduate student members, faculties include
Fine Arts (Fibres and Material Practices, Sculpture, Design, and Computation Arts, Art
Education), INDI, Communications, and the Humanities. One of our internal affiliate
members is the co-founder and co-director of Aboriginal Territories in Cyberspace and
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member of the Institute for Indigenous Futures at Concordia University. Two of our
affiliate members are research assistants, while another is a former Concordia student
and employee. One external affiliate member is a graduate student in Art Conservation
at Queens University, and the former Head of Operations and Coordination at Milieux.
Another affiliate member is a Professor of Visual Arts at Goldsmiths, University of
London, UK. Our visiting scholar is an Associate Professor at the Fashion & Technology
Department in the School of Design at the China Academy of Art in Hangzhou.
All student members---except for Patricia Enns and Suzanne Kite---have Textiles and
Materiality listed as their primary cluster.
Of the student members, twelve graduate and five undergraduate students were
recruited in 2020 – 2021. No changes to the faculty were made in 2020 – 2021.
The following members acted as research assistants throughout the 2020 – 2021 year:
Alexandra Bachmayer (assistant to Joanna Berzowska), Kaitlyn Niedermayer (assistant
to Kathleen Vaughn), Ali Bahloul (assistant to Barbara Layne), and Clothilde Brochot
(assistant Barbara Layne).
Geneviève Moisan was employed as the Research Support Technician for the Cluster.
Anna Eyler held the position of Research Cluster Coordinator during the 2020 – 2021
period.
https://textilesandmateriality.wordpress.com/about/research-members/
PRODUCTIVITY REPORT (May 2020 – April 2021)
T&M ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE | VISITORS / TOURS
From February 2020 – February 2022, the Cluster is hosting Yingxian Xiao as an
Academic Visitor in the role of Visiting Scholar at Concordia University. Yingxian Xiao is
currently an Associate Professor at the Fashion & Technology Department in the School
of Design at the China Academy of Art in Hangzhou. Yingxian Xiao is researching
various conceptual and technical approaches of combining the new media arts with
traditional handcraftsmanship (knitting, weaving, etc.) as part of her research project
focusing on sustainable fashion. Many of our Cluster members are keenly interested in
the topic of sustainability, therefore the residency has and will provide an excellent
opportunity for the Concordia community to engage in an exchange of ideas and skills
on an international level. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Yingxian has extended her
visit by one year, allowing her to contribute more deeply to the T&M Cluster and to
further her own research needs.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Cluster was unable to offer in-person individual or
group tours to students or researchers over the past year.
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Gen Moisan and Anna Eyler facilitated a virtual tour for Kelly Thompson’s MFA Fibres
1st year students on October 7th, 2020, which introduced new MFA students to the
facilities. Moisan also responded to requests from researchers and students who were
interested in how cluster and equipment could help forward their research.
CONFERENCES | TALKS | EXHIBITIONS | PROJECTS
Barbara Layne - Face Mask Project Ctd.
From April 2020 – May 2020, T&M Cluster members Barbara Layne, Kathleen
Vaughan, Aaron McIntosh, Miranda Smitheram, Alex Bachmayer, Etta Sandry, Cecilia
McKinnon, Marie-Christine Lariviére, Molly-Claire Gillett and Lauren Osmond made up
half of a team of volunteers who sewed surgical facemasks to help fight the COVID-19
pandemic. Other volunteers included Concordia alumni, staff, faculty members and
members of the Montreal community. The project was led by Barbara Layne and
Frederic Guilhem (EHS) with the goal of producing 2500 masks for donation. The final
count was 2611 masks, surpassing the goal of 2500.
Milieux Website: https://milieux.concordia.ca/volunteers-sewing-masks-during-covid-19pandemic/
Concordia Website: https://www.concordia.ca/news/stories/2020/04/22/members-of-theconcordia-community-are-sewing-2-500-masks-for-health-care-workers.html
https://textilesandmateriality.com/2020/04/17/tm-volunteers-sewing-masks-during-covid19-pandemic/
https://textilesandmateriality.com/2020/05/23/tm-mask-project-complete/
Decolonizing Textiles - Fall Reading Group
In the Fall 2020 semester, T&M hosted a bi-weekly reading group, open to all Milieux
members, centred on decolonizing textiles. Using Unsettling Coloniality: A Critical and
Radical Fiber/Textile Bibliography as a basis, Dr. Miranda Smitheram and graduate
students Camelia Layachi and Etta Sandry facilitated discussions surrounding varied
topics, from appropriation to ecological design. Meetings were hosted on Zoom with the
following schedule: Wednesdays - 6pm-7:30pm - Sept 23, Oct 7 & 21, Nov 4 & 18, Dec
2, 2020. 21 students and faculty attended the meetings.
https://textilesandmateriality.com/2020/09/14/tm-fall-reading-group/
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Alice Jarry, Suzanne Kite, and RythÂ Kesselring - ISEA2020
From October 13-18, 2020, Cluster members Alice Jarry, Suzanne Kite, and RythÂ
Kesselring participated in this year’s ISEA 2020 Conference. ISEA 2020 focused on the
theme of “Why Sentience?” Sentience describes the ability to feel or perceive.
ISEA2020 was dedicated to examining the resurgence of sentience—feeling-sensingmaking sense—in recent art and design, media studies, science and technology
studies, philosophy, anthropology, history of science and the natural scientific realm—
notably biology, neuroscience and computing.
https://textilesandmateriality.com/2020/10/26/tm-at-isea-2020/
Miranda Smitheram – CoDesign: International Journal of CoCreation in Design
and the Arts
On November 16, 2020 Miranda Smitheram & Frances Joseph published, “Materialaesthetic collaborations: making-with the ecosystem,” in CoDesign: International
Journal of CoCreation in Design and the Arts. This article reflects on the conceptual
frameworks central to the project Phenomenal Dress and aspects of its methodological
approach and realisation. Through a localised, practice-led process, informed by
material thinking, posthuman theory from Māori perspectives and processes of ‘makingwith’ we collaborated with the environment through relational entanglement. Engaging
with nonhuman phenomena, cultural and scientific experts, we developed mediated
materials and textile surfaces as new forms of dress. These were not functional,
fashionable products, they were matter flows, formed at a junction of diverse
perspectives and collaborative processes. This process recognized dress as materialaesthetic activations, opening pathways towards co-emergent understanding.
https://textilesandmateriality.com/2021/02/02/miranda-smitheram-in-codesigninternational-journal-of-cocreation-in-design-and-the-arts/
Cannupa Hanska Luger – Artist Talk at T&M
On December 3rd, 2020 New Mexico-based multidisciplinary artist Cannupa Hanska
Luger presented his virtual artist talk, “Making Things Work Across Material | Digital
Realms,” for Milieux members (but open to the public) via Zoom. Luger uses social
collaboration in response to timely and site-specific issues. A winner of many awards
and with numerous national and international exhibitions to his credit, most recently
Luger has been named a 2020 Creative Capital Fellow, a 2020 Smithsonian Artist
Research Fellow, the recipient the 2020 A Blade Of Grass Artist Fellowship for Socially
Engaged Art and the recipient of the Center For Crafts inaugural Craft Research Fund
Artist Fellowship for 2020. Moving between the realms of contemporary art and
Indigenous culture, amidst academia and the front lines, he uses materials such as clay,
textiles, steel and digital media. He mobilizes social media to create short call-to-action
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videos requesting objects to be created on massive scale. One such video resulted in
communities building hundreds of mirrored shields as a tactic for front lines
demonstration. Another involved disparate groups in the making of thousands of clay
beads to commemorate lost lives. These engagement techniques combine technology
and handwork to mobilize and even heal the communities who are facing immeasurable
trauma from colonization. This event was co-sponsored by T&M and the Milieux
Institute.
https://textilesandmateriality.com/2020/11/02/cannupa-hanska-luger-tm/
Skawennati - Musée d'art contemporain de Montréal
From January – April 2021, Skawennati participated in Des horizons d’attente at the
Musée d'art contemporain de Montréal (MAC). This exhibition highlights the practices of
twenty-one artists whose works, recently acquired by the Musée, are being shown here
for the first time. They speak of political, feminist, social, aesthetic, material, conceptual,
spiritual, ecological, poetic, linguistic and identity-related concerns specific to our time.
Building a collection plays a part in creating a plural history that never ends, like a
rhizome that grows, not just in time with the present, but over an extended period,
without interruption and over as wide a territory as possible. The exhibition Des horizons
d’attente is intended to offer a portrait of recent acquisitions in the MAC collection and,
in so doing, promote works by artists who are influencing and defining the art of our
time.
https://textilesandmateriality.com/2021/01/28/skawennati-at-the-musee-dartcontemporain-de-montreal/
A Conversation with Máire Treanor – Artist Talk
On February 17, 2021, INDI PhD student Molly-Claire Gillett facilitated a public, virtual
artist talk with Máire Treanor: a maker and designer of Clones crochet lace from Co.
Monaghan, Ireland. Co-founder of the Clones Lace Guild and the International Clones
Lace Summer School, she has played a pivotal role in ensuring that the techniques and
patterns of this distinctive style of crochet lace, which was developed in the mid-19th
century, survive to be adopted and adapted by a new generation of makers. Treanor
has taught internationally and published a book of Clones lace history and designs:
Clones Lace, the story and patterns of an Irish Crochet (Lacis Museum Publications,
2010). Gillett has been taking classes with Treanor since 2019, as part of a broader
study of Irish lace. When the 2020 Summer School was cancelled, they met on Zoom to
discuss the history and future of the craft. This event will begin with a screening of a
conversation between Máire Treanor and Molly-Claire Gillett, focusing on the early
history and techniques of Clones lace, its revival, and how Irish crochet methods and
patterns have spread throughout the world. Following this, they will continue the
conversation live on Zoom, with audience members encouraged to take part and submit
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questions. This event was supported by the Textiles and Materiality Research Cluster
(Milieux Institute) and the Concordia School of Irish Studies (Faculty of Arts and
Science).
https://textilesandmateriality.com/2021/01/29/a-conversation-with-maire-treanor/
Collective Bactinctorium - Natural Dyes of Northeast America conference
On March 4th, 2021, the Bactintorium team, comprised of Cluster members Vanessa
Mardirossian, Alex Bachmayer, Gen Moisan, and for Cluster Coordinator, Whitefeather
Hunter, presented “Colour culture: Biomaterial Ecoliteracy,” at the Natural Dyes of
Northeast America conference. Their presentation explained the origin of their research
with Bacteria dyes and then our current research, focusing on bacteria fed on food
waste to produce sustainable dyes.
https://textilesandmateriality.com/2021/02/23/4791/
The full archive of cluster members’ activities can be found on the T&M website’s home
page: https://textilesandmateriality.com/.
ACTIVITY REPORT
As Co-Directors, Barbara Layne and Kathleen Vaughan were involved in facilitating
cluster exchanges, workshops, and artists-in-residence/artist virtual talks for the 20202021 session. They also worked with staff members Geneviève Moisan and Anna Eyler
to adapt programming for lockdown.
As Research Support Technician, Geneviève Moisan supported projects by several
Concordia researchers, including Ingrid Bachmann, Aaron McIntosh, Kelly Thompson,
Kathleen Vaughan, Patrick Traer, and Visiting Scholar Yingxian Xiao. Moisan also
trained and provided support to several PhD, Masters, and BFA students, including:
Jacqui Beaumont, Shirley Ceravolo, Joni Cheung, Tricia Enns, RythÂ Kesselring, Shaya
Ishaq, Selina Latour, Natasha Lavdovsky, Vanessa Mardirossian, Kay Noele, Michelle
Ouellet, Etta Sandry, Michaëlle Sergille, Jessie Stainton, Megan Stein, and Larissa
Zemke, among others. These researchers worked with different equipment at T&M,
including the Jacquard loom, the Tajima machine, the Brother embroidery machine, the
textile printer, the flatbed scanner, sewing machines, serger, and the floor looms. These
researchers and students come from varied backgrounds ranging from Design and
Computation Arts to Engineering to Studio Arts.
Moisan answered questions and gave references on many different projects and remote
learning possibilities, as well providing support on how to prepare files remotely so that
they were ready to process when on campus. While Moisan’s mandate does not include
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servicing/fabricating, she did come to the Cluster space whenever possible to facilitate
the use of the equipment (as of August 2020, when limited access was available).
This year, Moisan gave a tremendous amount of remote support using the Zoom
platform and the remote VPN access. All initial meetings and project explorations with
researchers and faculty were conducted online. These meetings were important as the
researchers were able to assess their possibilities in terms of equipment and space
usage and were then equipped with the knowledge to decide on the direction of their
project.
In late summer and autumn 2020, Moisan provided remote support to Cluster members,
notably faculty Ingrid Bachmann, Kelly Thompson, and Kathleen Vaughan, as well as
students Natasha Lavdovsky, Jacqui Beaumont, Vanessa Mardirossian, and RythÂ
Kesselring. She provided support for remote computer connection as well as software
installation, as well as showing instructors how to use multiple cameras during demos
(to show stitching techniques, for example).
From May 2020-April 2021, Gen Moisan offered 15 remote workshops to T&M Cluster
members and the broader Milieux community (CTRL + LMB for links):
Tajima Under Pressure Workshop (Online)
In the Loop: Introduction to Soft Circuits (Online)
Textile Quotes (Online)
Merit of Making (Online)
Drawing with Threads: Materializing Data (Online)
Drawing with Threads: Materializing Data (Online)
The Merit of Making (Online)
Drawing with Threads: Materializing Data (Online)
In the Loop: An Introduction to Soft Circuits (Online)
Textile Quotes (Online)
The Merit of Making (Online)
Haptic Images Pt. 1 (Online)
Drawing with Threads: Materializing Data (Online)
The Merit of Making Online Workshop
Drawing with Threads Online Workshop
While most of the workshops were part of our regular programming (adapted for an
online format), Moisan also collaborated with Cluster member and Biolab technician
Alex Bachmayer to create the Tajima Under Pressure workshops series, which offered
instruction in soft circuits, basic components, DIY pressure sensor, and coding. Moisan
and Bachmayer continue to develop the series, including the addition of modular soft
electronics as well as brainstorming for a new series of cross-cluster workshops
combining bacteria dyeing and digital embroidery.
To adapt to the COVID pandemic, Moisan prepared the Cluster spaces, put up health
and safety posters, purchased PPE, and printed sign-in sheets before the university
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made it mandatory (as early as July 2020). Moisan set up the VPN and installed
necessary software like Zoom on all computers. She also created PDF training
documents to help members navigate the different software installs and to demonstrate
how to connect remotely to our computers.
Moisan also facilitated the purchase of the following items: a new 15” PC laptop for
remote work on specialized software, including Embird, Tajima DG\ML, and Pointcarré;
a basic sewing machine with walking foot available for members to borrow; and a swing
arm to attach a camera to the Tajima machine and extra cables and peripherals to
facilitate the remote delivery of workshops.
To support new research, Moisan developed and updated training documents for
Cluster workshops. The Drawing with Threads workshop document was updated with
the new software and a similar document was created and completed for the Merit of
Making workshop. Documents for the In the Loop and Textile Quotes are in their final
stage of completion. Moisan enhanced the document for the Pointcarré software (it is
now over 50 pages) to make all the steps to create both a weaving cloth draft and a
Jacquard cloth with a step-by-step method. As Pointcarré is not a particularly userfriendly software, the document has already helped many members to navigate through
the creation of their files. Moisan also created new embroidery samples (for
programmed-run stitches) for workshops.
To maintain strong Cluster records, Moisan scanned all weaving and embroidery
samples. Pdf documents were created to help workshop participants and working-fromhome researchers to visualize and chose the embroidery patterns or weaving structures
most fitting for their projects. Our material archive can now be consulted even when
working online. These new scans will be added to the Cluster’s growing digital archive.
This archive includes pictures and scan of most of the works that have been made
throughout the years at the Cluster.
Moisan also participated in Re-inventing the Workshop online training with Elia, which
provided needed support (particularly at the beginning of the pandemic). Moisan
learned a lot about the work of a technician in remote settings and/or with social
distancing as well as being able to share experiences about the leading role of staff in
this unprecedented situation.
Moisan also trained herself on different platforms like Zoom and teams to
rethink/remodel the Cluster workshop delivery modes. To complete the training
document updates, Moisan read equipment manuals and watches online videos
supplied by DG\ML via the software license and an amazing website made by an avid
Embird user from France. From this new knowledge, Moisan was able to adapt training
documents and create a new variety of experimental tests.
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As Research Cluster Coordinator, Anna Eyler completed and submitted proposals on
behalf of the Cluster. Eyler hosted two grant-writing workshops for Cluster members as
well as administering the selection process for student grants within the Cluster. The
coordinator also facilitated the ongoing artist residency of Yingxian Xiao, a Visiting
Scholar who is researching various conceptual and technical approaches of combining
the new media arts with traditional handcraftsmanship (knitting, weaving, etc.) as part of
her research project focusing on sustainable fashion.
Eyler worked with the Research Support Technician to re-design the workshop program
for online development, while also providing technical support for members in terms of
remote connection and VPNs. Eyler also coordinated an online version of workshop
series entitled “Knit-Ins,” which allowed members to share their research ideas and
proposals while working on a textile-based project. This ongoing series provided a point
of contact for members throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. Similarly, Eyler established
a T&M Discord server to allow members to interact during lockdown.
In collaboration with Moisan, Eyler established health and safety protocols alongside
Moisan and developed an online booking system for the general Cluster spaces. Eyler
also managed access requests to ensure that Cluster members with priority research
could access the Cluster space during the lockdown.
In Fall 2020, Eyler and Moisan developed the Sustainable Dyes Working Group, which
brings together T&M Cluster researchers surrounding sustainable dyeing methods and
practices. The group met via Zoom four times throughout the year to discuss dyeing
techniques and share knowledge/ongoing projects. Based on information submitted by
members, Eyler put together a Mailchimp newsletter that ran from Fall 2020 – Spring
2021 to disseminate resources, conference presentations, and recipes related to
sustainable dyes to Milieux members. More than thirty Cluster members subscribed to
the newsletter.
Co-director Kathleen Vaughan and Coordinator Anna Eyler collaborated to bring New
Mexico-based multidisciplinary artist Cannupa Hanska Luger to speak virtually at T&M
in the December 2020. Eyler also completed the graphic design and promotion of his
talk, which featured more than thirty attendees from the Cluster and the broader public.
In Fall 2020, Dr. Miranda Smitheram and student Cluster members Camelia Layachi
and Etta Sandry hosted a bi-weekly reading group, open to all Milieux members,
centered on Decolonizing Textiles. Meetings were hosted on Zoom, and more than
twenty students and researchers participated. In February 2021, Cluster member Tricia
Enns facilitated the online workshop, Paper Making with Your Favorite Place (from
home!), which allowed Cluster members to create paper that incorporates materials
from a specific site to tell a story about that place.
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Active membership in the cluster requires presenting a talk or other activity to the rest of
the cluster members, ranging from 5-minute lightning presentations to formal talks. Over
the past year, several members offered presentations on their work, research activities,
and grant-funded projects. On September 28th, 2020, Visiting Scholar Yingxian Xiao
offered a Cluster presentation on her work in the Chinese textile industry and her
innovative approaches to sustainable clothing design. MFA student Amélie Bélanger
presented her final T&M supported grant project, which centred on ethical harvesting of
materials, the ethics of making, and sustainable dyes. For T&M’s December 15th, 2020
online meeting, MFA Fibres student Cecilia McKinnon presented her T&M grant
supported project that explored cast sugar as a performative material. McKinnon’s
project considered constructions of the arid imaginary and settler understandings of
land. The facilitators of the Decolonizing Textiles Reading Group also discussed the
outcomes of the reading group with the Cluster, and we considered how online reading
groups may be more effectively communicated and shared. For our February 2nd 2021
meeting, Milieux Undergraduate Research Fellows Jacqueline Beaumont, Shaya Ishaq,
and Leah Watts presented their research projects to the Cluster and engaged in brief
discussions surrounding their practices. In our April 2021 meeting, Natasha Lavdovsky
presented on her T&M supported grant research, which combined discussions of the
datafication of the self with natural dyes and lichens.
RESEARCH FUNDING REPORT
ALICE JARRY
Concordia University Research Chair in Critical Practices in Materials and Materiality:
Toward Resilient Environments and Technologies (New Scholar 2021/2026). Total:
$100000
Membranes souples dynamiques : la filtration de l’air comme processus d’échange
matériel, interdisciplinaire et socio-environnemental agissant (FRQSC, dir. Alice Jarry,
2020-2023).Total: $4463400
Filtration de l'air et membranes d'oxyde de graphène : création art-science d'interfaces
durables entre collectivités, milieux écologiques et environnement bâti (Petro-Canada
Young Innovator Award, 2020-2022). Total: $10000
VANESSA MARDIROSSIAN
Recipients of SSHRC Doctoral Fellowships: Fall 2019 Competition for her dissertation,
La face cachée de la matière : une écolittératie du vêtement par le développement de
biomatières à porter dans une pratique du design textile. Total: $60000
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AARON MCINTOSH
SSHRC Recipient of Insight Development Grant for Hot House / Maison Chaud.
Total: $59,986
DR. MIRANDA SMITHERAM
FRDP, Principal Applicant: Faculty Research Development Program, Concordia
University, Internal grant. Total $15,000
JOINT GRANTS
ALICE JARRY
Co-création durable de structures d'oxyde de graphène réactives dans une approche
transdisciplinaire des sciences des matériaux et du design (FRQ, dir. Alice Jarry,
Concordia University, Design and Computation Arts and Marta Cerruti, McGill
University, Materials Engineering, 2021-2023). Total: $99947
Membranes en action : création multidisciplinaire d'interfaces durables entre
collectivités, milieux écologiques et environnement bâti, principal Investigator (SSHRC,
dir. Alice Jarry, co-dir Marie-Pier Boucher, University of Toronto; Samuel Bianchini,
École nationale supérieure des arts décoratifs, Paris, Paris; Collaborators: Miranda
Smitheram (Concordia University), Delfina Fantini Van Ditmar (Royal College of Arts,
London), Filipe Pais (Royal College of Arts, London), Aurélie Mosse (École nationale
supérieure des arts décoratifs, Paris) 2020-2022). Total: $74706
KATHLEEN VAUGHAN
PI: Kathleen Vaughan. Collaborators: Cabana, Gilbert (Université du Québec à TroisRivières); Guillemette, François R. (Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières); Janssen,
Shauna (Concordia University); Jazvac, Kelly E. (Concordia University); Lawson, Katie
(Other/Unknown); Maranger, Roxane J. (Université de Montréal); Miller, Elizabeth
L.(Concordia University). Learning with the St. Lawrence: Interdisciplinary ResearchCreation for the Environmental Sustainability of Montreal's Waterway. Total: $183,998

SUPERVISION
* = RA
+ = T&M Member
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JOANNA BERZOWSKA
Over the past year, Joanna Berzowska has supervised the following students:
RA but not supervisee:
BFA Andrea Maestre*
ELAINE CHEASLEY PATERSON
Over the past year, Elaine Cheasley Paterson has supervised the following students:
+PhD INDI: Molly-Claire Gillett
+PhD INDI: Andrew Rabyniuk
+MA: Jolee Smith
MA: Serena Desaulniers
+MA: Juliette Bergeron
KATHLEEN VAUGHAN
Kathleen Vaughan has supervised the following students:
PhD INDI - Tina Carlisi
PhD HUMA - Joanna Donehower
PhD Art Education - Emanuelle Dufour
PhD Art Education - Arianna Garcia-Fialdini*
+PhD INDI (minor field advisor) - Molly-Claire Gillett
MA Art Education - Amina Jalabi
PhD Art Education (co-supervisor) - Lea Kabiljo
PhD Art Education - Emily Grace Keenlyside*
MA Art Education - Jeannie K. Kim*
MA Art Education - Bonnie Klohn*
PhD Art Education - Jacob Le Gallais*
PhD Art Education - Dave LeRue*
MA INDI (minor field advisor) - Veronica Mockler*
PhD Art Education - Alex Noel*
+MA INDI - Emilie O'Brien
PhD HUMA (minor field advisor) - Darian Goldin Stahl
PhD Art Education - Victoria Stanton*
MA Art Education - Arrien Weeks*
RA but not supervisee:
+MDes - Tricia Enns*
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ALICE JARRY
Alice Jarry supervised the following T&M Cluster graduate students and research
assistants:
+Vanessa Mardirossian, PhD*
Brice Ammar-Khodja, PhD*
William Couture, Mdes*
+Tricia Enns, Mdes*
Natalia Balska, PhD
Rodrigo Velasco, Mdes
Lindsey Weller, Mdes
Miri Checkanovich, MFA*
+Alexandra Bachmayer, BFA*
Philippe Vandal, BFA*
+Jacqui Beaumont, BFA*
Asa Perlman, BFA
Theo Chauvirey, Mdes
MIRANDA SMITHERAM
RA but not supervisee:
+Camelia Layachi MDes*
Lindsey Weller MDes*
Sita Singh BFA*
Juan Esteban Meija Gomez BFA*
STUDENT GRANTS
Student grants are awarded through a competitive process twice per year: once in the
Fall semester and once in the Spring. Students are eligible for funding after three
months of active membership and can apply repeatedly for up to three months before
the date of graduation, for a maximum funding total of $3000. This year, 4 grants were
awarded to student Cluster members.
The student grant categories include: Travel ($400 national/ $700 international),
Independent Research (up to $800), and Seed grants for interdisciplinary team research
projects (up to $2000). No travel grants were issued during the 2019-2020 school year
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
For the late Spring 2020 semester, the Cluster awarded Individual Research Grants to
Molly-Claire Gillett (PhD INDI) and Tasha Lavdovsky (MFA Intermedia), and a Seed
Grant to Alessia Signorino (BFA Design and Computation Arts) and her collaborators,
Isabelle Charette (BFA Design and Computation Arts) and Nina Parenteau (BFA Design
and Computation Arts).
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Molly-Claire Gillett received an Individual Research Grant for her PhD research into
19th-century lace design and production, which is guided and shaped by a researchcreation practice in lacemaking and engagement with lacemaking groups. The Cluster’s
support will facilitate Gillett’s continued relationship with one variety of lace and group of
lace makers, allowing Gillett to attend online lace-making workshops. Gillett will
continue the planned research creation component of her PhD research, while also
embarking on an unexpected investigation of how the teaching of textile work adapts to
a sudden shift to an online platform, and the possibilities and limits of the digital space
as a home for a community of craft.
Tasha Lavdovsky received an Individual Research Grant for her research project, How
Will I Dye. The first stages of the project began in January 2020, when Lavdovsky
brewed a dye bath combining ethically-sourced lichen and her own urine. With the
Cluster’s support, Lavdovsky will create two additional lichen dye baths, documenting
the process of collection, extraction, and dye production. She will use this to dye local
wool for a two-colour weaving. The weaving will reflect data Lavdovsky has collected
since the dye bath fermentation began. This process of lichen dye creation, data
collection, and weaving will also be repeated in autumn 2020 as the basis for a second
weaving.
Alessia Signorino, Isabelle Charette, and Nina Parenteau received a Seed Grant for
their collaborative project, Take Heed. Take Heed is a set of wearable vests that use
moving panels and an audioscape to create an intimate and immersive experience that
explores mental health in a context of community. The project aims to prompt
discussion and questioning regarding how individuals experience mental health through
the scope of art, design and computation. Take Heed strives to challenge the hegemony
of neurotypicality to allow different forms of communicating an experience of distress
and the tangible impacts on the body.
For the fall 2019 semester, the Cluster awarded an Individual Research Grant to Megan
Stein (MFA Print Media).
Megan Stein received an Individual Research Grant for her project, The Yellow
Wallpaper – Sensory Implications. This project will involve the creation of a multisensory
embroidery that explores improvisation through soft sensors and sound. Stein’s
methodology is built on the foundation of working through and within questions initiated
by her own personal sensorial capacities. Learning and experimenting with technical
concerns informs a continued path of questions and discovery. This project will be an
opportunity for the artist to research and experiment with e-textiles and sensors, which
will bring together sensors, sound, improvisation, printmaking, and textile work.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the winter 2020 call for grant applications was delayed
until June 2020. All information will be included in the 2021-2022 Hexagram report.
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COLLABORATIONS
KATHLEEN VAUGHAN
Vaughan participated in an ongoing collaboration with Visual Art Centre/McClure
Gallery/Centre for Oral History and Digital Storytelling related to my exhibition, "You Art
Here | Vous êtes ici and related suite of events. The show itself was shut down on
March 13 due to the pandemic but stayed visible through windows into the closed
gallery through August 24. The Gallery and my show re-opened according to COVID
protocols for one last week of in-person viewing Aug 25-29.
As part of the show, from June 18-October 31, the Field Trip website showed "You Are
Here," the short film about my "Walk in the Water" interactive textile map, which uses 5
trigger points to play back audio from experts and stakeholders in the St. Lawrence
River, profiling Montrealers' relationship with the waterway, which has been deeply
affected by two centuries of shoreline infilling. ("Walk in the Water" was created in the
cluster in 2018). More info on Field Trip here: https://www.fieldtrip.art/fieldtrips/kathleen-vaughan/you-are-here
The film, which Vaughan co-directed/produced with videographer Margot Flores Torre,
can be seen in two versions (6 minutes and 17 minutes) on my Vimeo site:
https://vimeo.com/kathleenvaughan
In October 2021, with the McClure Gallery and the Centre for Oral History and Digital
Storytelling, Vaughan launched "Walk in the Water: The Audio Guide." This 60-minute
'displaced' audio walk of the since-overbuilt St. Lawrence River shoreline at Pointe-StCharles is the companion piece to the "Walk in the Water" talking textile and integrates
some of the same audio content. The work explores the environmental histories and
present day realities of Montrealers' relationship with water through the lenses of
drinking, swimming and fishing.
In November 2021, Vaughan gave an invited presentation at Centre Turbine's Journée
d'étude Art et pédagogie actuelle: https://vimeo.com/kathleenvaughan.
- through March 2021, I wrote and expanded a book chapter for a volume on socially
engaged art in Quebec, being co-published in 2022 by Centre d'art actuel Skol and
Centre Sagamie.
From December 2020-February 2021, Vaughan developed a new strand of my CURCsupported project, "The Future is Wool" (an international partnership with Iceland and
New Zealand, with plans for external funding submissions in 2022), "Field to Fibre"
Zoom/video profiles of sustainable wool-producing sheep farms. Two videos of Ontario
farms produced this past winter; more, including international videos, to come. The
videos were a collaboration with the Upper Canada Fibreshed and the participating
farmers.
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Throughout the interval, Vaughan continues work on her SSHRC IG collaboration, reimagining it for pandemic realities that meant that neither field research not public
outreach was possible.
OUTREACH
T&M offered several Milieux-wide workshops to introduce new members to the Cluster,
including: Drawing with Threads (Online) and The Merit of Making (Online)
In her role as Research Cluster Coordinator, Anna Eyler actively organized online
events and workshops that included both Cluster and non-Cluster members.
*Please see attached PDF entitled “T&M_Outreach” for more information.
FUNDING REPORT
Hexagram funds were used primarily to support the salary and benefits of the Research
Cluster Coordinator, who organizes and administers research-associated activities of
the Cluster and Hexagram RC members. This position is held by a current or former
Master’s or Doctoral student from Concordia University. The position was held by Anna
Eyler during the 2020 – 2021 period. Additional funds were allocated towards a contract
for a Research Support Professional, Gen Moisan, to assist with cluster research
projects and visiting scholars.
Other funds supported guest speaker events organized by the Cluster (for honorariums
and promotion). Events contributed to the Cluster footprint and were open to Cluster
and Hexagram RC members.
Research Cluster Coordinator (10 hours / week)

$10,600

Research Support Technical (5 hours / week)

$6278

Benefits – Research, Student Employees

$2202

Visiting Lecturers

$920

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

$20000
2020-2021 SHORTFALL = $0.00
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OUTREACH ACTIVITY MAY 2020 - APRIL 2021
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Barbara Layne at Art Souterrain
Mar 25, at 10:41 AM

1 Recent View

textilesmateriality

Tajima Under Pressure Workshop
Mar 23, at 10:22 AM

1 Recent View

textilesmateriality

RythÂ Kesselring at Arduino Day
Mar 22, at 11:33 AM

2 Recent Views

textilesmateriality
https://wordpress.com/posts/textilesandmateriality.com
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Etta Sandry at the MFA Gallery
Mar 19, at 2:40 PM

Screen Options
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Paper Making Workshop at T&M
Mar 18, at 2:58 PM

1 Recent View

textilesmateriality

New workshop images !
Mar 2, at 4:12 PM

1 Recent View • 1 Like
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Vanessa Mardirossian at the École Supérieure de Mode (ESM)
de l’UQAM
Feb 23, at 10:50 AM

9 Recent Views

textilesmateriality

Collective Bactintorium at the Natural Dyes of Northeast
America conference
Feb 23, at 10:45 AM

2 Recent Views
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In the Loop: Introduction to Soft Circuits
Feb 15, at 11:12 AM

textilesmateriality

Textile Quotes Workshop (Online)
Feb 15, at 11:06 AM

1 Recent View • 1 Comment
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Merit of Making (Online)
Feb 15, at 11:00 AM

textilesmateriality

Drawing with Threads: Materializing Data (Online)
Feb 15, at 10:52 AM

textilesmateriality

Paper Making with Your Favorite Place (from home!)
Feb 2, at 2:34 PM

1 Recent View

https://wordpress.com/posts/textilesandmateriality.com
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Miranda Smitheram in CoDesign- International Journal of
CoCreation in Design and the Arts
Feb 2, at 2:17 PM

Screen Options

3 Recent Views
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Miranda Smitheram and Suzanne Kite in Experimenta: The
International Triennial of Media Art
Feb 2, at 2:14 PM

1 Recent View
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Leah Watts at the FOFA Gallery
Feb 1, at 1:52 PM

2 Recent Views
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A Conversation with Máire Treanor
Jan 29, at 2:12 PM

4 Recent Views
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Skawennati at the Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal
Jan 28, at 12:08 PM

1 Recent View

textilesmateriality

Skawennati is CAA 2021 Keynote Speaker
Jan 28, at 12:05 PM

1 Like
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Skawennati at the Alliance for Native Programs and Initiatives
Jan 28, at 12:03 PM

1 Like
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Swarm in Residence at Visual Voice Gallery
Jan 27, at 5:21 PM

textilesmateriality

Alessia Signorino at Ada X
Jan 27, at 5:11 PM

2 Recent Views

textilesmateriality
https://wordpress.com/posts/textilesandmateriality.com
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Congratulations to our 2020-21 Milieux Undergraduate
Research Fellows
Screen Options

Jan 20, at 11:08 AM
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Merit of Making (Online)
Jan 13, at 12:55 PM

textilesmateriality

Drawing with Threads: Materializing Data (Online)
Jan 13, at 12:54 PM

textilesmateriality

Elizabeth Johnson in ‘A Sign of The Times’ for Hashimoto
Contemporary
Dec 7, 2020 at 12:38 PM

textilesmateriality

Abstraction Fashion: A Thesis Discussion with Nicholas Shulman
Nov 30, 2020 at 4:31 PM

textilesmateriality

Vanessa Mardirossian Wins Third Jury Prize in the Finale
nationale de Ma thèse en 180 secondes
Nov 23, 2020 at 12:35 PM

2 Recent Views
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Vanessa Mardirossian Represents Concordia in the Finale
nationale de Ma thèse en 180 secondes
Nov 17, 2020 at 12:24 PM
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T&M at the 2020 HTMlles Festival
Nov 12, 2020 at 10:57 AM

textilesmateriality

Drawing with Threads: Materializing Data (Online)
Nov 10, 2020 at 10:11 AM

textilesmateriality
https://wordpress.com/posts/textilesandmateriality.com
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Amélie Bélanger – Lunchbox Talks
Nov 5, 2020 at 11:08 AM

Screen Options
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Cannupa Hanska Luger @ T&M
Nov 2, 2020 at 4:13 PM

1 Recent View • 2 Likes
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T&M at ISEA 2020
Oct 26, 2020 at 6:35 PM

textilesmateriality

Congratulations to our Cluster Student Grant Winner!
Oct 26, 2020 at 1:24 PM

1 Recent View
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In the Loop: Introduction to Soft Circuits
Oct 15, 2020 at 2:26 PM
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Textile Quotes Workshop
Oct 15, 2020 at 2:25 PM

textilesmateriality

Merit of Making (Online)
Oct 15, 2020 at 2:24 PM

textilesmateriality

Haptic Images Pt. 1 (Online)
Oct 15, 2020 at 2:22 PM

textilesmateriality

Drawing with Threads: Materializing Data (Online)
Oct 15, 2020 at 2:21 PM

textilesmateriality

Merit of Making Workshop
Sep 28, 2020 at 11:35 AM

textilesmateriality
https://wordpress.com/posts/textilesandmateriality.com
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Photos from Merit of Making Workshop
Sep 28, 2020 at 11:32 AM

1 Recent View

Screen Options

textilesmateriality

WTA conference goes online
Sep 14, 2020 at 12:14 PM

textilesmateriality

Nina Parenteau presents Ghost in the Shirt
Sep 14, 2020 at 11:42 AM

textilesmateriality

T&M Fall Reading Group
Sep 14, 2020 at 10:10 AM

1 Like
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RythÂ Kesselring in the 16th edition of «Visiones Sonoras»
Sep 3, 2020 at 10:46 AM

textilesmateriality

Drawing with Threads: Materializing Data (Online)
Aug 7, 2020 at 12:18 PM

1 Like
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Etta Sandry in A Place to Visit v.2
Jul 22, 2020 at 3:26 PM

textilesmateriality

Congratulations to our Cluster Student Grant Winners!
Jun 22, 2020 at 11:29 AM

2 Recent Views
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T&M Mask Project Complete!
May 23, 2020 at 2:35 PM

1 Like
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T&M Volunteers Sewing Masks During COVID-19 Pandemic
Apr 17, 2020 at 11:28 AM

1 Recent View

textilesmateriality
https://wordpress.com/posts/textilesandmateriality.com
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